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Design reason

When restoring large-format calligraphy and painting or 
other cultural relics, two mounting tables need to be 
easily assembled together to form a large flat table, 
which is convenient for restorers to restore the cultural 
relics. After the end, the two can be easily separated.

Reason 
two

During the restoration of cultural relics, in order to facilitate 
the restoration personnel to clearly observe the ancient 
books and paintings, it is necessary to uniformly illuminate 
the back of the ancient books and paintings to clearly 
illuminate the tiled paintings and calligraphy for restoration 
inspection or copying.

Reason 
three

In the special repair process, the repair personnel need 
to stand above the table to operate, not only to ensure 
its operability and safety, but also to take into account 
flexibility and easy disassembly.

Reason 
one
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Technical parameter

1. Dimensions: 3600*2200*830mm, the overall thickness of the table top is 
87±2mm;

2. Countertop: 8+8 high-quality ultra-white tempered laminated glass is used, 
and the edges and corners are finely ground;

3. The overall frame: it is required to be strong and beautiful; it is made of 
6063 aluminum alloy profiles that have undergone T5 aging treatment, 
and the surface is frosted and silver oxidized; the size of the aluminum 
profiles is 3600*2200mm;

4. Observation table: The purpose is to facilitate the restoration personnel to 
stand above the cultural relics to observe and photograph the restoration 
process, etc., and at the same time, it cannot affect the normal progress 
of the restoration work, so the external size is set to 3800 × 600mm, and 
it can be disassembled. Its mechanism is made of aluminum profiles. 
Frame, wooden table top, structural parts, etc.



Technical parameter

5. Backlight source: LED chip light source, lamp bead type: 24V 2538 
lamp bead, color temperature 5500K, adjustable brightness; size 
3300*500*70mm, can slide on the guide rail to adjust the light 
irradiation position; flat lamp can be in the profile groove Slide up to 
meet the needs of restoration personnel to observe and photograph 
different areas of textile cultural relics, and the brightness of the lights 
can be adjusted by remote control。



The main function

The table top is made of tempered glass plate, and there is a 
movable LED flat light source under the table top, which is 
used as a back lighting source, which can clearly illuminate the 
tiled calligraphy and paintings, making the restoration process 
more clear and clear,  and can also be used as a copy 
workbench.

When faced with the restoration of large cultural relics or 
work with specific requirements, the restoration personnel can 
easily combine two or more workbenches into a giant flat 
table by rotating the handwheel to drive the driving casters, 
so that the restoration work can be carried out smoothly.

Equipment can 
be combined

With back 
light

   
The equipment is equipped with a detachable observation 
platform, on which the restorers can stand on it to observe the 
ancient books, calligraphy and painting cultural relics in detail, 
and also facilitate the photographing of the restoration process. 
The observation table can be moved and locked on the clip-on 
rails to meet the needs of observation and shooting in different 
areas.

With observation 
deck



Structure and composition

The structure of the equipment is composed of aluminum 

profile frame, tempered glass table, observation table, LED 

light board, guide rail, driving mechanism and so on.

Aluminum profile frame

tempered glass countertop
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